
Dear Miss Czech-Slovak US Pageant Sponsor, 

 

The Miss Czech-Slovak US Pageant is proud to celebrate our 30th Pageant. Who knew that this 100% 

volunteer driven organization could produce over 275 state queens at the national pageant? Now, in our 

30th year we are excited to continue our unique sponsorship levels for our pageant donors.   

 

These pageant sponsorship levels will allow the pageant to recognize the outstanding generosity of all of 

sponsors. Our goal is to be THE renowned ethnic pageant in the United States. The Miss Czech-Slovak US 

pageant is the ONLY Czech-Slovak pageant whom’s goal is to specifically preserve the traditions and 

culture of Czech and Slovak people.  We are the ONLY Czech/Slovak pageant which supports our 

heritage through costume or kroj presentation. Our contestant wear kroj during the entire pageant 

weekend and our National Queen represents our heritage in kroj at all events.  

 

The Miss Czech-Slovak US organization’s  goal is to preserve and promote the continued success of the 

pageant while providing our sponsors the opportunity to stay connected to their culture and the 

pageant year-round.  

 

We ask that you consider making a gift to support the continued growth of the pageant of any amount.  

Each level includes specific benefits, which are listed in the attached sponsorship packet.  

 

Furthermore, your tax deductable contribution will be used to directly support the Miss Czech-Slovak US 

pageant contestants, as the organization uses less than 5% of funds for administrative costs.  We are a 

501c organization through the Nebraska Czechs of Wilber organization.  

 

Attached you will find the pledge form to support the Miss Czech-Slovak US Pageant and a list of the 

unique benefits that accompany each giving level.  While the organization appreciates donations year 

round, to be included in publicity including news articles, donations must be received by July 1, 2016. 

For more information or questions please contact Alexandria Cerveny, Miss Czech Slovak US-Pageant 

Director, (402) 631-9517 or missczechslovakus@gmail.com.  

 

Thank you for your consideration and I hope to see you at the 30th Miss Czech Slovak US pageant: 

August 6th and 7th at 7pm at the Wilber Outdoor Theatre in Wilber, Nebraska.  

Dekuji and Dakujem, 
 
Alexandria Cerveny 
Miss Czech Slovak US Organization  
402-631-9517 

 

Donations may be mailed to 335 North 8th Street, Lincoln, NE 68508 

 

 

mailto:missczechslovakus@gmail.com


Queen Level 

$2000 and above 
Recognition on website, sponsors news article and onstage during pageant weekend 

Recognition in pageant program 

Special Official Donor Namebadge during pageant weekend 

Award Sponsorship and recognition on trophy/award 

Certificate as Honorary Pageant Alumni and quarterly online pageant newsletter 

Invitation to elite pageant weekend breakfast 

Elite Pageant Weekend Gift 

 

Royal Court Level 

$500 - $1999 
Recognition on website, sponsors news article, and onstage during pageant weekend 

Recognition in pageant program 

Special Official Donor Namebadge during pageant weekend 

Award Sponsorship and recognition on trophy/award 

Certificate as Honorary Pageant Alumni and quarterly online pageant newsletter 

 

Little Sister Level 

$250 to $499 
Recognition on website, in sponsor’s news article, and onstage during pageant weekend 

Special Official Donor Namebadge during pageant weekend 

Quarterly online pageant newsletter 

 

Friend of Pageant 

Up to $249 
Recognition on website 

Recognition in sponsor’s news article 

Quarterly online pageant newsletter 

 

Special Room Sponsor: 

$200 

Recognition on State Queen’s Pageant weekend Door Sign 

Recognition on website 

Recognition in sponsor’s news article 

Quarterly online pageant newsletter 


